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Dear Student:
Planning your program of studies is an important part of your education at
Haddon Township High School. A wide variety of courses are offered from
which you must select a program of studies. This booklet has been prepared to
help you understand the various courses available so that you can make good
choices. Since the information in this booklet is as interesting and valuable to
your parents as it is to you, please share it with them.

It is important to make your selections carefully. Once you select your
program of studies, we intend to build a master schedule, which allows as many
students as possible to enroll in the courses of their choice. We shall attempt to
balance our classes in order to provide equal opportunity for all students.
Therefore, it will be very difficult, and perhaps impossible to change course
selections after your initial decisions have been made.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. If you have any
questions, please call the Counseling Office.

Sincerely,

-. ary O'Brien, Principal
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS, 9-12
To meet the state graduation requirements, students need the following:
For Grades 9th -12th

120 Credits

*20 Credits in English
* 15 Credits in Math
*20 Credits in Social Studies (US, World, Financial Literacy & American Government)
*15 Credits in Science
* 5 Credits in World Language
*Health & Physical Education (4 years)
*5 Credits in Visual, & Performing Arts
*5 Credits in Career and Technical Education
*Successful passing scores on required state tests
***Courses Meeting the NCAA Freshman Eligibility Standard are designated in BOLD PRINT.
NCAA eligibility rules can be found on the back cover of this catalog.
Promotion in Grades 9-12
Promotion and the privileges connected with such promotion depend upon the accumulation
of a minimum number of credits as follows for grades 9-12:
To be a sophomore 30 credits
To be a junior 60 credits
To be a senior 90 credits
Students must successfully complete 120 credits to graduate.
Graduation in Three Years

Graduation in three years is permitted for those students who want to accelerate their
education. Graduation in 3 1/2 years is not permitted. In order to graduate within three years, a
student must meet all of the requirements as described in above with the exception of Physical
Education and Health which is required only for every year of attendance.

Specific Curriculum and Credit Hour Reguirements
No single course segment may be counted as satisfying two requirements. All courses must
be at the "high school level" in terms of content. Successful completion of a minimum of
120 credits including required courses and electives.
Additional Factors to be Considered in Determining Marking Period Grades
lncompletes: An 11l11 (Incomplete) is given when course requirements for a given marking

period have not been met. Generally, an absence of a few days should not necessitate the
issuance of an 11l11 grade. A student is given no longer than double the time of absence to
complete his/her work. In certain instances, the time period may be extended, if such an
extension is agreeable to both the teacher and student. If the incomplete work is not made up
within the appropriate time period, the teacher shall assign a mark of zero for the incomplete
work and average the zero with all the other marks to determine the average.

Course Selection for Students with an IBP
Haddon Township High School offers a continuum of services in a variety of settings to
students classified with disabilities. Students who receive Special Education will have their
needed supports and services outlined in an Individualized Education Program (IBP).
Students should consult their teachers for course selections. Each student's needs are
determined annually at an Annual IEP meeting with the student, parents, and teachers. In
addition to a school counselor, each special education student has a case manager assigned to
help coordinate the appropriate supports, classes, and accommodations to meet the student's
needs.
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Sequential Course Requirements
A grade of "C" or higher shall be required to secure the school's recommendation to proceed to the
next level, when such courses are sequential e.g. World Languages, Mathematics.
Weighted Courses-Honors Classes
Several courses within the curriculum demand enough additional time, effort, and ability that they
should be considered accelerated courses. Consequently, additional weight will be awarded for the
following:

MATH
Honors Geometry
Honors Algebra II Trig
Honors Pre-Calculus
AP Statistics
AP Calculus

ENGLISH
Honors English 9-1 O
AP English Language
and Composition
AP English Literature
Parallels

SOCIAL STUDIES
Honors US History II
AP American Government
AP US History

WORLD LANGUAGE
Honors French, Latin, German and Spanish IV
French, Latin, German, and Spanish

SCIENCE
Honors Chemistry
AP Chemistry
AP Biology
AP Physics

Course Transfers
With regard to the course grades for students whose courses have been changed, the counselor, the
teachers, and the department facilitator involved, shall recommend whether the grades in the course,
from which the student transferred shall be included in the student's assessment.
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Physical Education
In situations involving medical grades:
A.
B.

If half or more of the three marking periods are medically excused, the student will receive
a final grade of "M".
If fewer than half of the three marking periods are medically excused, the student will
receive the appropriately averaged letter grade.

STUDENT SCHEDULES -Grades 9 through 12
A. Minimum Schedules--All students are required to take at least 35 credits each year of attendance (up to 4
years) regardless of the number of credits accumulated. If a student must return for a fifth year, he is
permitted to take only those subjects necessary for graduation.
B. Schedule Changes--Few requests for changes will be honored in the fall. If a student receives the
subjects or alternates he requested during the scheduling, no changes would be permitted. Only when a
student does not receive the subjects he requested (i.e. an error) or when sufficient evidence is presented
from the student or his parents on the "Schedule Change Request Form" to indicate the advisability of
certain changes, will changes be considered. In no case, should any changes be made after 4 weeks of the
school year (or course) have passed. Changing teachers, changing courses, because the student didn't

think the course was going to be like it is, or changes of mind over the summer are not considered
sufficient reasons to change any course.
C. Dropping of Courses--Students have the opportunity to withdraw from a course 4 weeks after the start of
the course without any record of the course reflected on his/her permanent transcript. Such withdrawals shall
not be included in the computation of the student's academic average for honor roll or class rank purposes
and shall not appear on her/his transcript. After the deadline has passed, a student who withdraws will receive
a W or WF on his/her permanent record based upon average at the time of withdrawal. Students who
withdraw from courses without approval of the Principal or her/his designee, or are withdrawn, shall have the
withdrawal noted on her/his transcript and included as a failing mark (F) in the computation of her/his
academic average for class rank purposes. Students who withdraw, or are withdrawn, from courses may
receive summer school credit with permission of the Principal, or her/his designee only; however in this case
the W IF will remain on the transcript and be included in the rank.

D. For College Entrance- College admissions personnel recommend that students take at least 4 years
of English, 4 years of Social Studies, 4 years of Math, 3-4 years of Science, and 2-3 years of World
Language in order to compete effectively in the college admissions process. However, individual colleges
may differ. Most colleges require a minimum of 16 academic units, which include courses in English,
Math, Science, Social Studies and World Language. A counselor should review any other course intended
to count within the 16 academic units. Courses in our curriculum, which traditionally are considered
academic units are listed below.
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Courses Traditionally Considered as appropriate for College Admissions and College Eligibility Core
Courses:
English: All Levels 9 to 12
Social Studies: All levels of US History I and II, American Government, Modem World History

World Language: All Levels
Math: Algebra I A & B, Geometry CP, Algebra II/frig CP, Math IV, Algebra I Advanced,Geometry
Advanced, Algebra II/frig Advanced, Pre-Calculus Advanced, AP Statistics, Honors Geometry, Honors
Algebra II/frig, Honors Pre-Calculus and AP Physics
Science: Conceptual Physical Science CP, Biology CP, Lab Biology, Chemistry CP, Lab Chemistry, Physics
CP, Lab Physics, Anatomy and Physiology, Environmental Science, Earth and Space Science, Marine
Biology, AP Biology, AP Chemistry and AP Physics 1/11.

E. Career and Technical Preparation - The high school recognizes responsibility for career training and
technical study so that students are equipped to take a place in society as workers and as citizens. For those
contemplating entrance into the career and technical world after high school or college, the department of
Career and Technical Education offers courses leading to many careers. The curriculum includes: Business
Education, Family & Consumer Sciences, and Technology Education courses.

F. SAT Prep Course:

This course is designed to support students who have not met their testing requirement
for graduation by 12 grade. A student may be placed in an SAT Preparation Class based on state assessment
scores.
th

***The SAT Preparation courses will be pass/fail only***
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
I. STANDARD COURSE OFFERINGS OVERVIEW
Students are required to take one non-elective English course each year to fulfill state and school requirements for graduation. Each of
these courses is offered for an entire year, and placement in a specific section is determined by students' past performance in English
class, teacher recommendation, and, on occasion, test scores. Although emphasis on specific skills and depth of written work will change
throughout the high school program, all four grade levels of English address the following goals:
I)
2)
3)
4)

To write with clarity, coherence, and focus;
To read and analyze material with comprehension and discernment;
To acquire background in historical and human concerns as presented in literature;
Through discussion and interaction with others and with a variety of literature, to think clearly, listen openly, and present ideas
effectively;
5) To enhance skills in grammar and usage;
6) To strengthen vocabulary and spelling;
7) To develop familiarity with research skills and with the formal presentation of acquired information;
8) To encourage the improvement of study skills;
9) To view, contemplate, and interpret non textual visual information;
I O) To use technology as a means to facilitate thought and expression;
11) To search for and generate questions about both subject matter and personal viewpoints in order to deepen thought, increase
understanding, and more fully invest oneself in learning;
12) To better know oneself and others through these pursuits.
II. FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE ENGLISH

Description
The primary concentration in the 9'h and IO'h grades will be the development of reading, writing, and grammar skills, and meeting N.J.
Student Learning Standards in preparation for state testing. The writing process and refinement of expressive skills will be stressed.
Literary study, including a wide range of fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and drama, will be employed as means to improve critical thinking,
as will small group and class discussion covering the ideas and methods of expression used within written work. The ninth grade literary
curriculum emphasizes an introduction to genres, while tenth grade reading focuses on - but is not limited to - American literary
traditions. At each grade level there will be continued opportunity to enrich vocabulary, develop research skills, and broaden student
acquaintance with the wide range of human expression through the use of non-textual visual information.
Since the curriculum is structured to meet the needs and abilities of all students, ninth and tenth grade students will be placed in one of the
following three courses:
All courses are 5 credits.
Grade 9
English 9 Honors (G & T weighted)
English 9 Advanced
English 9 College Prep

Grade JO
English 10 Honors(G & T weighted)
English I O Advanced
English 1 O College Prep

A Note Regarding Placement
Generally, the previous year's teacher will supply recommendations for whichever level he or she views as most suitable for a
given student, based upon that student's performance throughout the course of the year. Grades are naturally a primary
determinant; however, teachers' perceptions of a student's suitability for a course are also created by factors such as the quality of
written work, the quality of classroom participation, and consistency of performance.
For students entering ninth grade, placement in the honors class is not determined solely by the eighth grade Language Arts
teacher's recommendation, although these recommendations will play a significant role. For this coming year, we will use a
selection process similar to last year's, although without the specific intent of creating two ninth grade honors classes rather than
one. The composition of our ninth grade honors course - endeavoring to be as objective and fair as possible -will be determined
by the following steps and guidelines:
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I)
2)
3)
4)

Interested students will be identified by their language arts teachers;
Interested students must submit an essay on a provided topic to the high school English department for evaluation;
Classroom teachers will recommend students based upon grades to date, consistency, participation, interest, maturity of
thought and expression;
With the ninth grade honors teacher and administrators, and based upon the evaluation of student essays combined with
teacher recommendations, we will form a final group of selected students to enter ninth grade honors.

III. JUNIOR AND SENIOR ENGLISH
General Description
The general focus for each of these grade levels is to prepare students for college and career by offering a variety of experiences
with a range ofliterary exposure and analysis, along with varied opportunities for expression through different modes of
exposition, including narrative, persuasive, and informative writing. In eleventh grade, literary study will concentrate on, but not
be limited to, seminal works and themes from the British literary tradition. Twelfth grade will select from world literature, while
continuing to draw from both British and American classics. Research projects that adhere to standard formatting practices will
hone students' skills in scholarly inquiry. Vocabulary, grammar, and listening and speaking skills will be sharpened through ample
opportunity for class discussion, as well as more specialized activities. Through these pursuits, junior and senior courses will
develop students' critical thinking and clarity of expression in preparation for standardized exams, as well as in preparation for the
more important work of being able to think and express with clarity and purpose, as demanded of all individuals.
Since the curriculum is structured to meet the needs and abilities of all students, eleventh and twelfth grade students will be offered
the opportunity to take one of the following courses, any of which will fulfill the student's English requirement ofa five credit
course:

Grade JI
English 11 Advanced
English 11 College Prep.

Grade 12
English 12 Advanced
English 12 College Prep.

Open to Grades li & 12
Literary Voices: Imagine All the People
AP Language and Composition*
AP English Literature*
Parallels Honors*
* weighted courses

Junior/Senior Options Explained
•
•
•

•
•

To fulfill English requirements, an eleventh grade student may take either: English 11 Advanced, English 11 College
Prep, AP English Literature, AP Language and Composition, Parallels, or Literary Voices.
To fulfill English requirements, a twelfth grade student may take either: English 12 Advanced, English 12 College Prep,
AP English Literature, AP Language and Composition, Parallels, or Literary Voices.
An eleventh grade student might opt to take English 11 Advanced as a junior and then Parallels, for example, as a senior;
or the student might wish to take Parallels as a junior and English 12 Advanced as a senior. With a teacher's
recommendation, movement between levels is unrestricted.
Parallels is no longer considered an elective, but may instead be taken for full English credit either during the junior or
senior year.
Should a student wish, he or she might elect to take all three weighted courses during junior and senior years. One would
be counted as an English elective and receive a weighted value.
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Junior and Senior Options - Course Descriptions

- Eligibility
•
•
•
•

Demonstrated academic interest and motivation
Teacher's recommendation
Final average of previous English course minimally a "B"
Please note that "Literary Voices: Imagine All the People" is not weighted, and therefore the demands to enter the course
are not intended to be as rigorous as those for the weighted courses. A student's interest in the material would be of
greatest importance.

- literary Voices: Imagine All tite People (not weighted)
•

•

•

•

Literature drawn from diverse writers is and ought to be part of every course in the English curriculum, although breadth and
variety of this literature will often differ depending on course concentrations. Readings in this course will be drawn entirely
from the historically overlooked and too often ignored voices of marginalized peoples.
For those who might be interested but uncertain of what they would have in common with these writers, it's often said that we
read in part to find our way into worlds that are not our own. You will find the literary works in this course offer that glimpse
into other people's realities, realities that are both moving and enlightening.
Beyond this, however, you will find that the "different realities" are similar to and perhaps symbolic of anyone's, for all people
are to some degree engaged in a struggle to say who they are, to speak themselves, and often we attempt this against a world that
is and will always be different from us, and perhaps unwilling to meet us as we are. Voices encountered in this course exemplify
the human quest for identity, in which we are all engaged.
This is not an elective, but a course offering full credit for the English requirement of either junior or senior year. It would
replace English 11 or English 12. As a course intended to fulfill state standards for English, students will also be expected to
write a range of essays, develop a stronger vocabulary, and meet other standards typical of all English classes.

- AP language and Composition (G & T)
•
•
•
•
•

Because this class is replacing English 11 Honors, with its emphasis on the British literary tradition, students should expect that
readings in literature will continue to have strong ties to that tradition.
ln keeping with the AP manual, we recognize this course as founded upon the study of rhetoric - meaning the use of language in
a multitude of ways in order to create specific impressions and draw a reader or listener toward particular conclusions.
Rhetoric is part of all language use, from everyday speech to the most exalted poetry, from blogs to ancient tomes. The course
will draw from many sources, including students themselves, in order to examine the use and effect of rhetoric.
Through written and oral analysis of textual, visual, and auditory rhetoric, students will apply scholarly interpretations regarding
language use to their explanation of what they have encountered, and what they in turn think about these encounters.
Response to rhetorical use of language will also be heavily addressed through class discussion as a means to clarify individual
thought and advance understanding of concepts presented in readings, while also more precisely learning the means of analyzing
expression.

-AP English literature and Composition (G & T)
•
•

•

The most important goal of this course is to encourage and create opportunities for students to connect their intellectual
and experiential journey through life with literature.
Through interaction with reading material that ranges from ancient times to the most contemporary; through personal
reflection; through discussion with one another and with the teacher; and through generating questions for examination,
students have personal investment and direct input to the content of the course.
Writing reflectively based upon reading and class discussion, students synthesize ideas developed in the literature,
demonstrate their comprehension of the material, and are given the opportunity to develop their unique points of view
concerning ideas, themes, and experiences that transcend the boundaries of time. As further personal expression of this
understanding, students create individual websites that delve into their own experience of the course.
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•
•

In encounters with all forms of art - music, film, painting, literature - students recognize the interconnectedness of human
expression and response to reality.
Students experience literature and response to literature not in a vacuum, but as participants in an ongoing discussion
occurring both within the confines of the classroom and beyond those walls into the realm of history.

- Parallels (G & T)
•
•
•
•
•

Based upon the St. John's College model, two instructors coordinate and help advance classroom Socratic dialogue, as
students encounter events and ideas through historical and literary study.
Through a series of compositional requirements of varied approaches, students clarify ideas gained in discussions and
individual reflection.
This course relies upon students' sincere interest and involvement, and therefore will emphasize at all times student
presentations and facilitation of discussions.
In order to promote reflection and make students masters of their own learning, students will interact both personally and
through electronic communication with the class to develop deeper and more personal connection to the material.
Because the course is intended to connect literary and historical perspectives, and because it is team taught by a social
studies and English teacher, in its conception and planning the course crosses boundaries of both areas of concentration,
addressing standards belonging to each, but aligned with those associated with a full year English course.

Parallels Core Texts
Greenblatt, Stephen
McCarthy, Cormac
Stoppard, Tom
Thompson, Jim
Voltaire
Zinn, Howard
Western Civilization textbook (tbd)

The Swerve
Blood Meridian
Arcadia
Pop. 1280
Candide
A People's History of the United States

IV. ENGLISH ELECTIVES
General /11formatio11
•
•
•

As explained above, Parallels could be considered an English elective if two other full year English courses are taken
during the junior and senior years.
In the same way, "Literary Voices: Imagine All the People" might also be considered an elective if two other full year
English courses are taken during the junior and senior years.
Other than those options, the department offers only Cinema as an elective.

Course Descriptions

- Cinema (Grades 10-12) 5 Credits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Numerous acclaimed films from different parts of the world will be viewed, and the class will discuss the importance of
these films and the ideas they communicate.
Students will view and explore various genres in cinema, such as film noir, comedy, Western, thriller and suspense, horror,
musical, science fiction, war, crime/gangster, action/adventure, animation.
Students will become acquainted with the history of cinema in general as well as with specific genres within cinematic
history.
Response to films will take different forms, including journal writing and criticism.
As another way of interacting with film, students may read and comprehend film criticism.
Using the technical skills learned during the course, students may develop a script of their own, from which they will
produce an original cinema project or write an analytical paper.
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HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT

Modern senior high school students need adequate preparation for understanding and coping with many
personal adjustments, which are essential for living in harmony at home, school, work and during times of
recreation. In addition, as citizens of the United States, it is indispensable to comprehend the political,
economic, social and cultural aspects of our lives. Mature and responsible citizens need to know and to
formulate reasonable opinions to the many issues and problems associated with local, county, state, national
and international affairs.
BACKGROUND PREPARATION: All courses in 9th, 10th, and 12th grades are full year courses.
The 11th grade curriculum is divided into two distinctive single semester courses.
World Geography and World History courses assigned in 7th and 8th grades provide a historical and
geographical foundation for the sequence of courses offered in United States History, American Government,
World History and Financial Literacy _in the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grades.
COURSE SELECTIONS: REQUIRED COURSES
The courses offered and labeled U.SJ, U.S. II, Financial Literacy, American Government, and Modem
World History are needed by all students at Haddon Township High School in order to fulfill state and
school requirements for graduation. Specific course descriptions follow. The courses must be taken in strict
sequence.
The sequence is:
l. Present 8th graders MUST elect to take U.S. I, in 91h Grade.

2. Present 9th graders MUST select U.S. II.
3. Present 10th graders select American Government and Financial Literacy (each are one semester courses)
or the full-year AP American Government & Politics. Those who choose AP American Government &
Politics must complete their 2.5 credit Financial Literacy requirement by doing the following:
1) Completing the summer HTHS Financial Literacy Course approved by the Principal or his
designee, OR;
2) Enrolling in the one semester Financial Literacy course during either 11th or 12th grade.
4. Present 11th graders MUST select Modem World History, American Government, and Financial Literacy
or AP American Government, if not taken in 11th grade.

IO

COURSE OFFERINGS -GRAD ES 9-12
NOTE: COURSES MUST BE SELECTED IN STRICT SEQUENCE

U.S. History I Advanced & College Prep - Grade 9 -Full Year -5 credits
U.S History I is a course that will cover the development of the American Republic from the Revolution to
1900. Emphasis will be placed upon the constitutional era, federalism, foreign relations, industrialism, the
westward movement, sectionalism, the Civil War, reconstruction and the emergence of modem America.
Selected contemporary issues will also be taught (e.g. Middle East, Central America). The course will focus
on the political, social, and economic growth of the country.
U.S. II Honors (G&T) Grade 10 -Full Year - 5 credits
This course will encompass extensive written and verbal analysis of U.S. foreign and domestic policy.
Emphasis will include a thorough investigation of such areas as: the organization, elements of, approaches to
and goals of U.S. foreign policy. Following a study of the foundations of U.S. foreign policy the student will
trace, research and discuss in-depth the conduct for foreign policy from The Spanish American War to the
present, giving particular attention to U.S. - Russian relations. Awareness of current trends and crises in
foreign policy will be promoted throughout the year. The social, economic, and political developments in the
U.S., since the end of the civil War have catapulted the U.S. into a position of power, leadership, and
responsibility both to its own citizens and those of the world. In-depth readings, research, seminar
presentations and written papers will be required of the student.
Admission to the Honors U.S. II class will be based upon student application, previous social studies grades
and teacher recommendations and department facilitator approval.
U. S. History II Advanced, College Prep - Grade 10 -Full Year - 5 Credits
The social, economic, and political developments in the U.S., since the end of the Civil War have
catapulted the U.S. into a position of power, leadership, and responsibility both to its own citizens and
those of the world. This course will provide an in-depth analysis into the development of 20th Century
America and its role in the world. Since the U.S. does enjoy bountiful resources in terms of people, form
of government, and material goods, a study of the role of the U.S. as a member nation of the world
community will take place with respect to how the U.S. has related to others and how it has exercised
responsibility in using its power.
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AP American Government and Politics (G&T) (Weighted) Grade 11 -Full Year -5 Credits

The AP American Government and Politics course is concerned with the nature of the American Political
System, its development over the past two hundred years, and how it works today. This course will give students
an analytical perspective on government and politics in the United States. The course includes both the study of
general concepts used to interpret U.S. politics and the analysis of specific examples. lt also requires familiarity
with the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that constitute U.S. politics. Topics covered will include
the constitutional underpinnings of the United States Government, political beliefs and behaviors, political
parties, interest groups and mass media, institutions of national government, public policy, and civil rights and
civil liberties. A major emphasis of the course will be preparation for the Advanced Placement exam in U.S.
Government and Politics, which will be administered in May.

Those who elect AP American Government & Politics have the following options to complete the
Financial Literacy requirement:
1) Complete the summer Financial Literacy course. The summer course must be completed by the
date established by the course instructor. Students failing the summer course must enroll in the
one-semester Financial Literacy course offered at HTHS.
2) Students may enroll in the one-semester Financial Literacy course offered at HTHS during either
junior or senior year.
Note: Admission to the AP American Government course will be based upon student application, previous
social studies grades, teacher recommendations and department facilitator approval.
All students who gain admission to the AP American Government course will be required to
complete a series of summer readings and a culminating project of the instructor's choice on the
readings by August 31st•
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THE 11 TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM AT THE ADVANCED (A) AND COLLEGE
PREP (CP-FORMERLY REGULAR) LEVELS IS DIVIDED INTO TWO DISTINCT SEMESTER
COURSES. BOTH SEMESTER COURSES MUST BE PASSED INDEPENDENTLY IN ORDER TO
MEET GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS.
A & CP American Government (AG) -2.5 credits
A & CP Financial Literacy (FL) -2.5 credits
Grade 11 -Two one semester courses -2.5 Credits -American
Government Advanced and 2.5 Credits -Financial Literacy Advanced
The American Government class is specifically designed to enable advanced students to comprehend the
philosophy, principles, structure, organization, and practices upon which the U.S. government is founded.
The background and functions of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights as
a foundation for our political system will be analyzed and examined in-depth. Federalism, formal and
informal institutions, the media and impact of money on politics will be major themes. The Financial
Literacy course will focus on basic consumer economics topics, a career search and money management. The
emphasis of this course will be to develop in the individual the skills, concepts and understanding required
for everyday living in our complex, free-market economy. Among the other topics to be emphasized will be
credit, investments, consumer rights and responsibilities and decision-making.
Grade 11 -Two one semester courses -2.5 Credits -American Government College Prep and
2.5 Credits -Financial Literacy College Prep
The American Government course is a study of the constitutional system of the U.S. and its development.
Emphasis will be placed on the stability and flexibility of our Constitution and how leaders, by interpretation
of the document, can affect the balance of power between federal and state government. The course is
designed to enlighten students about the workings of the federal government so that each student can work
toward the betterment of human living. The value of and dependence upon our two-party system will also be
explored. The Financial Literacy course will focus on basic consumer economics topics, a career search and
money management. The emphasis of this course will be to develop in the individual the skills, concepts and
understanding required for everyday living in our complex, free-market economy. Among the other topics to
be emphasized will be credit, investments, consumer rights and responsibilities and decision-making.
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Modern World History Advanced, College Prep - Grade 12 -Full Year - 5 Credits

Through the integration of world history and culture, Modem World History will enable students to
investigate the unique development of the world in the 20th century. The course will develop the students'
understanding of such concepts as imperialism, nationalism, totalitarianism, global interdependence, fascism,
international communism and their influence on significant events of the twentieth century. Modem World
History will also center on the unique contributions of culture (especially non-western) and geography on the
historical and political development of the modern world. Emphasis will be on the development of historical,
cultural, and geographic understanding and their application in problem solving in the world today.

Introduction to Sociology 5 Credits -Grade 11 & 12

Prerequisite -None
Sociology deals with the study of the development structure, and functioning of human society. lt explores
the basic social institutions such as the family, religion, education, government, and the economy. In this
course, we will study the changes that are taking place in our society, their impact on individuals and groups
and how these changes often lead to social problems. Current social problems are examined using the tools
and techniques of sociologists. Students may choose the problems of particular interest to them from a wide
range such as poverty, delinquency, discrimination, crime, environmental and population crises, family
breakdown and many more. Other topics that may be explored include the impact of popular culture on
society, including trends in art, fashion, music, theater, film, radio, and television.

U.S. History -Advanced Placement Full Year Course -5 credit elective open to Grade 12

The AP program in United States History is designed to provide students with the analytical skills and
enduring understandings necessary to deal critically with the problems and materials in United States history.
The course prepares students for intermediate and advanced college courses by making demands upon them
equivalent to those made by full-year introductory college courses. Students will learn to assess historical
materials, their relevance to a given interpretive problem, their reliability, and their importance, and to weigh
the evidence and interpretations presented in historical scholarship. An AP United States History course will
thus develop the skills necessary to arrive at conclusions on the basis of an informed judgment and to present
reasons and evidence clearly and persuasively in an essay format.
Enrollment in the course is subject to approval by the student's previous Social Studies teachers and the
Social Studies Department Facilitator.
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MATH DEPARTMENT

The Mathematics program of the Haddon Township High School is guided by the Common Core Standards
that were adopted by the state of New Jersey. The standards were developed in collaboration with teachers,
school administrators, and experts, to provide a clear and consistent framework to prepare students for
college and the workforce.

COLLEGE PREPARATORY PROGRAM
The Advanced College Preparatory sequence of courses, described below, consists of Algebra 1 Advanced in
grade 9, Geometry Advanced in grade 10, Algebra Il/Trigonometry Advanced in grade 11, and Pre-Calculus
Advanced in grade 12. The first three courses will be taught based on the Pearson series of textbooks that
have been developed to cover Common Core Standards for Mathematics. These standards challenge
educators to achieve higher expectations and set college and career readiness as the goal for all students. The
Pearson series also incorporates the Standards for Mathematical Practices and the Standards for
Mathematical Content. These describe the behaviors of mathematically proficient students as well as define
what students should understand and be able to do after completing these math courses.
The next level consists of Algebra 1 A&B, Geometry College Prep and Algebra II College Prep. These
courses are designed for those students who want college preparatory mathematics, but have had difficulty
with mathematics in 7th and 8th grade. Together they will satisfy the standard college entrance requirements
of Algebra and Geometry and will prepare the student for the Math SAT. However, students electing this
sequence should NOT be considering a technical major at a four-year college. The courses are oriented
toward the application and practice of mathematical concepts and skills. The Honors Program is designed for
those students who have demonstrated an aptitude for math that exceeds that of the regular student. The
courses are designed to challenge the advanced student with both the content and the pace.
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ADVANCED PROGRAM
Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra li/Tr igonometry and Pre-Calculus - Advanced

Algebra 1 Advanced - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 9
Students will be able to recognize, utilize and analyze numeric and variable expressions, Properties of
rational and irrational numbers will be explored extensively in order to provide students with the foundation
needed to manipulate numeric and variable expressions, equations and inequalities. Focus is basic math
skills, numerical reasoning, properties of numbers, proportions, and solving both linear and quadratic
equations, Students will be able to solve and graph variable equations, explore linear relationships, linear
systems, quadratic and exponential functions, Students will model real-life situations using linear, quadratic
and exponential functions. Students will utilize skills involving data analysis, statistics and probability. Focus
is on graphing and analyzing equations and data.

Geometry Advanced - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 9-10-11
Prerequisite: Algebra I Advanced
This course provides students with a foundation in the essentials of Geometry. Major concepts include points,
lines & planes, deductive reasoning, parallel lines & planes, congruent lines, quadrilaterals, inequalities in
Geometry, similar polygons, right triangles, circles, areas of plan figures, surface area & volume of solids,
coordinate geometry and transformations. Proofs are infused throughout the course for the students Algebraic
applications of geometric concepts are infused throughout the curriculum,

Algebra li/Trigonometry Advanced - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 10-11-12
The mathematical concepts that were covered in Algebra 1 are more extensively examined in this course
along with polynomials and functions of varying degrees, graphing of higher order functions, trigonometric
functions and logarithmic functions are all introduced, The emphasis is on higher order thinking and
preparedness for the next level of mathematics.
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Pre-Calculus Advanced - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grade 11-12

Prerequisite: Algebra Il/Trigonometry Advanced
This course is designed for two groups of students.
1) For the student who has achieved in mathematics and wishes to extend his/her
education in Math for another year and may enter a career in which Math is of
importance.
2) For the student who wishes to be prepared for college courses in Mathematics. In
Pre-Calculus, Algebra, Geometry, and Trigonometry are integrated to help the
student understand and appreciate better the role which each plays in
mathematics.
The topics studied include trigonometry, analytic geometry, functions, and an introduction
to Calculus. (Students considering this course should also read the description of
Mathematics IV to determine which course is more appropriate for their needs.

Calculus Advanced (non-AP) - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits Grade 12
This course will cover Calculus topics, but in a non-Advanced Placement setting. Topics
that will be covered include functions, limits, derivatives, integration, and applications.
This course is appropriated for students who have completed Pre-Calculus Advanced or Honors
Pre-Calculus yet do not feel confident in taking the AP level. It will prepare students to take
Calculus in college, but not for the AP Test.

COLLEGE PREPARATORY PROGRAM

Algebra 1 A&B, Geometry College Prep and Algebra II College Prep
PLEASE NOTE: In March 2005, the Math SAT changed. New topics from Algebra II and
Trigonometry was added to the test. Therefore, Algebra I A & B and Geometry CP alone are no longer
sufficient to prepare students for the SAT. All students who intend to take the SAT should at a
minimum, take Algebra I A & B, Algebra II CP and Geometry CP.
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Algebra I A and B - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 9-10

Algebra IA
Students will recognize, utilize and analyze numeric and variable expressions. Properties of rational and
irrational numbers will be explored extensively in order to provide students with the foundation needed to
manipulate numeric and variable expressions, equations and inequalities. Focus is basic math skills,
numerical reasoning, properties of numbers, proportions, and solving both linear and quadratic equations.

Algebra lA is the first year of a 2-part (two year) Algebra 1 course that is designed to assist students needing
additional basic math skills and/or more practice and processing time than they would have in a single year
Algebra 1 course.
Algebra lB
Students will solve and graph variable equations, explore linear relationships, linear systems, quadratic and
exponential functions. Students will model real-life situations using linear, quadratic and exponential
functions. Students will utilize skills involving data analysis, statistics and probability. Focus is on graphing
and analyzing equations and data.
Algebra 1B is the second year of a 2 part (two year) Algebra 1 course which is designed to assist students
needing additional basic math skills and/or more practice and processing time than they would have in a
single year Algebra 1 course.
Geometry College Prep - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 11-12
This course is for the student who requires a small group approach to mathematics with more review of basic
math skills. The student's foundation in basic geometric concepts is strengthened and reinforced by practice
and an interactive approach and developed proofs both in two - column and paragraph form. Major concepts
include points, lines, planes, angles, triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, proportions, congruent & similar
triangles, right triangles, trigonometry, and two & three-dimensional figures. Algebraic applications of
geometric concepts are infused throughout the curriculum.
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Algebra II College Prep - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 11-12
This course is designed for the student who is interested in continuing the study of mathematics, but does not
have the interest and/or the ability to continue with the suggested advanced sequence, i.e. Algebra 1
Advanced, Geometry Advanced, and Algebra II/Trigonometry Advanced. In Algebra II College Prep,
Algebra concepts are studied at a more difficult level. Topics include properties of rational and complex
numbers, Open Sentences in One and Two Variables, Polynomials and Factoring, Rational Expressions,
Relations and Functions, Quadratic Relations and Systems, and Exponents and Logs. Students who plan to
take Pre-Calculus the following year should select Algebra II/Trigonometry Advanced.

Mathematics IV - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grade 12
Prerequisite: Algebra II CP
This course is designed for those students interested in receiving an introduction to various branches of
mathematics. It will help prepare those students not interested in the Science fields for college math courses,
required of most freshman students in Liberal Arts, Education etc. Topics covered will include Set Theory
and Logic, Algebra, graphs and functions, systems of linear equations, Simple and Compound Interest, and
an introduction to elementary probability and statistics.
Introduction to Coding - Grades 9-12 - 5 Credits
Learn the code developers use to build appsl In this introductory code-writing course, students will use the
revolutionary new app Swift Playgrounds to write code in a fun, interactive way. Swift is a programming
language created by Apple and is used to build some of today's most popular apps. Students will master the
basics of Swift and then take on some more challenging creations. This course does not require any previous
coding knowledge and is perfect for students just starting out in this exciting field.

HONORS PROGRAM
This sequence of courses is designed for superior math students. These courses will provide a valuable
background for those capable students who are interested in the Arts or Humanities, as well as for those who
want to work in Math or Science. The pace of these courses is much faster than the regular courses and topics
are studied in greater depth. If possible, provisions are made for qualified students who wish to enter this
program during or after 7th grade. Students may change to the regular math program at the end of any year.
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Placement in Honors Math classes is determined by the following guidelines:
1. Student must apply

2. Test scores -Entrance test given to sixth graders as well as the NJSLA scores
3. Past performances in Math class
a. "B" or better
b. Consistency in meeting homework assignments
4. Teacher recommendation
5. Completion of a summer assignment prior to ninth grade.
Honors Geometry (G & T) - 5 Periods Per Week-5 Credits -Grades 9-10
See Geometry Advanced description
Honors Algebra II 'frigonometry (G & T) - 5 Periods Per Week 5 Credits -Grades 10-11
See Algebra li and Trigonometry Advanced description
Honors Pre-Calculus (G & T) - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 11-12
This course integrates algebra, geometry, and trigonometry enabling the student to better understand and
appreciate the role which each plays in mathematics. Topics will include coordinate geometry, functions
(polynomial, trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic), and an introduction to calculus.
Advanced Placement Calculus -AB (G & T) - 5 Periods Per Week 5 Credits Grade 12
This course will be taught on the college level and will be equivalent to a first year college Calculus course.
Students taking this course will be able to take the Advanced Placement Calculus Test and could receive
advanced placement and/or advanced standing. (This would depend on the test score and the college
selected). Topics include functions, limits, derivatives, integration, applications, and transcendental functions.

AP Statistics (G&T) Full Year -5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 11-12
Prerequisite: Algebra II/Trig Advanced or Department Facilitator Approval
This course will be taught on the college level and will be equivalent to a first year Statistic Course. Students
taking this course will be able to take the Advanced Placement Statistics Test and could receive advanced
placement and/or advanced standing. (This would depend on the score and college selected). The topics
covered include: Data Analysis, Producing Data, Probability and Inference.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH DEPARTMENT
All children are required, under State Law, to take Health and Physical Education unless excused by a
physician's certificate. lt is our philosophy to schedule physical education classes suitable for all students
whenever possible. Therefore, we strongly advocate supervised limited activities for the incapacitated or
handicapped student.
Physical Education 4 periods per week -3.00 Credits -Grades 9-12
A totally elective program is available in grades 9-12. Each
course is offered in 9-week blocks. The major categories are:
Team Sports: Basketball -Soccer -Football-Hockey-VolleyballPower/Volleyball -Softball -Ultimate Frisbee -Handball - Flag football
Individual and Dual Sports: -Tennis, pickle, and Paddle Ball
Rhythmic: -Aerobic Exercise - Conditioning, Recreational Games.
Aerobics -Dance - Weight training - Fitness & Conditioning, Physical Fitness - Recreational Games and
Fitness Walk - Circuit Training -Stretching and Flexibility

Health 9 weeks -1.00 Credits -Grades 9 -12
Grade 9 -This course covers the major topics in an introductory course in sex education and decision-making.
Emphasis is on written test and class participation. Student achievement will be determined through a
notebook, tests, oral presentations and participation.
Grade 10 - The purpose of the driver education class is to provide a basic foundation of knowledge and skills
for our students to utilize as a licensed driver in the state of New jersey. Driving is a fundamental task that all
students will need to master, whether they live in NJ or any state, country, etc. Therefore the driving skills
and concepts learned will be transferable to any area, even though our focus will be on NJ rules and
regulations. Today's teenagers are facing more responsibilities and stress behind the wheel then any
generation previous and this class will help them deal with the rules and regulations of our roadways,
technological distractions, peer pressure, and common mistakes made by our youth today while behind the
wheel. Grading is based on state test, unit test, quizzes, group work, class participation, and projects.

Grade 11 - This course covers C.P.R., First Aid, and exposure to AED's and Narcan. Obstruction of Airway,
First Aid. Students are graded based on participation, the certification written tests and practical (simulation
on the mannequins), along with classwork/homework assignments, and a presentation.
Grade 12 - The emphasis of this course will shift from the
individual to the future of the society as a parent and a member
of the community including preparations for college and post-secondary education. Student achievement will
be determined
through class discussion, tests, notebook, and presentations.
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Sample Course Sequences
Grade 9

Conceptual Physical
Science CP

!Lab Biology Advanced

Lab Biology Advanced

Grade 10

Biology CP

Lab Chemistry Adv.

Honors Chemistry

Grade 11

Grade 12

Environmental Science
Anatomy & Physiology
Earth and Space Science
Marine Biology

Environmental Science
Anatomy & Physiology
Earth and Space Science
Marine Biology

AP Biology
Lab Physics Advanced
Environmental Science
Anatomy & Physiology
~arth and Space Science
Marine Biology

AP Biology
AP Physics I/Il
Lab Physics Advanced
Environmental Science
Anatomy & Physiology
Earth and Space Science
Marine Biology

~Biology
AP Chemistry
AP Physics I
Lab Physics Advanced
Environmental Science
Anatomy & Physiology
Earth and Space Science
Marine Biology

AP Biology
AP Chemistry
AP Physics I/Il
Lab Physics Advanced
Environmental Science
Anatomy & Physiology
Earth and Space Science
Marine Biology

Conceptual Physical Science College Prep - Grade 9 - 5 Credits

Conceptual Physical Science CP provides students with a qualitative and descriptive treatment of core concepts in both
chemistry and physics. It is designed to accommodate the requirements of college bound students entering non-science
fields after graduation. One semester of this course covers topics related to chemistry including matter, atoms, the
periodic table, intermolecular forces and thermodynamics, while the other semester covers topics related to physics
including forces and motion, momentum and collisions, circular motion, vibrations and waves, and electromagnetic
radiation. This course includes a substantial qualitative lab work component with associated reporting analysis.

Biology College Prep - Grade 10 - 5 Credits

Biology CP involves the study of cell biology, cancer, genetics, evolution, and ecology. It is a course with high
expectations for class participation, consistent homework completion, and good study habits. Concepts studied will
emphasize the differences between normal and abnormal functioning in living systems, and includes a substantial
qualitative lab work component with the associated reporting and analysis.
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Lab Biology Advanced - Grade 9 - 5 Credits

Lab Biology Advanced serves as an intensified study of life science and is suited for students planning on career paths
in science or other technical disciplines, and required for those students intent on entering Advanced Placement
Biology. This course follows an evolutionary path from the molecular basis of life to the study of human biological and
biochemical systems. lt relates structures and functions with an emphasis on the interrelationships of systems and
includes the current information on genetics. Lab Biology Advanced includes investigative laboratory work with the
associated reporting and analysis.

Advanced Placement Biology (G & T) - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 Credits

Prerequisites: Lab Biology Advanced and Lab Chemistry Advanced or Honors Chemistry with at least a "B+" average;
facilitator approval required
This second-year course in biology is the equivalent of a two-semester college-level introductory biology course. lt is
designed to give the science major a more extensive life science background beyond that which is obtained in Lab
Biology Advanced, and will draw on the student's knowledge from that course. An evolutionary approach to cell
biochemistry and physiology comprises the first semester. Embryology, human anatomy and physiology, plant anatomy
and physiology, genetics, evolution, ecology, and behavior comprise the major topics. Advanced Placement Biology is
designed such that a student who is interested in science as a career may receive advanced placement at the college
level upon successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination and the instructor's recommendation. All
students are expected to take the Advanced Placement Examination in May of the same academic year. This course
requires significant academic and laboratory work and may require a summer assignment.

Lab Chemistry Advanced - Grade 10- 5 Credits

Prerequisite: Algebra I
Lab Chemistry Advanced investigates major chemical concepts from a quantitative perspective. Subjects include
chemical models, chemical elements and their compounds, chemical behavior, molecular structure, the periodic table,
stoichiometry, thermodynamics, chemical kinetics, equilibrium, acid-base theory, and electrochemistry. Lab Chemistry
Advanced includes investigative, quantitative, laboratory work with the associated reporting and analysis.

Honors Chemistry (G & T) - Grade 10 - 5 Credits

Prerequisite: Algebra I/Honors Geometry (Final average of A or better)
Honors Chemistry is an introductory chemistry course designed for those students who have displayed exceptional
interest and aptitude in their previous science studies. This course is recommended for those students who intend to
major in science and technical fields at the college level. The student should display a high degree of mathematical
competency and superior problem-solving abilities. The design of Honors Chemistry will permit the student to study a
larger number of concepts in greater depth than is possible in the Lab Chemistry Advanced course. This course will
incorporate units on atomic and molecular structure, the periodic table, stoichiometry,
thermodynamics, chemical kinetics, equilibrium, acid-base theory, and electrochemistry.
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Advanced Placement Chemistry (G & T) - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 Credits
Prerequisite: Honors Chemistry (Final average of B+ or better)
This second-year course in chemistry is the equivalent of a two-semester college-level introductory chemistry course. lt
is designed to give the science major a more extensive chemical background beyond that which is obtained in Honors
Chemistry, and will draw upon the student's knowledge from that course. The general topics covered include structure
of matter, states of matter, reactions (including stoichiometry, equilibrium, kinetics, and thermodynamics), and
descriptive chemistry. Advanced Placement Chemistry is designed such that a student who is interested in science as a
career may receive advanced placement at the college level upon successful performance on the Advanced Placement
Examination and the instructor's recommendation. All students are expected to take the Advanced Placement
Examination in May of the same academic year. This course requires significant academic and laboratory work and
may require a summer assignment.
Lab Physics Advanced - Grade 11 and 12 - 5 Credits
Prerequisite: Algebra II/Trigonometry/Advanced (B+ average or better)
Lab Physics Advanced is a college-preparatory course that investigates major physics concepts from a quantitative
perspective. Subjects include an accelerated and more in-depth treatment of those included in Physics CP, plus a
number of additional, more advanced topics. Quantitative laboratory work, inquiry investigations, student projects, and
interactive demonstrations will be required of students. Lab Physics Advanced is recommended for students who intend
on pursuing a technical career after graduation, or those who prefer a more rigorous experience than that offered by
Physics CP. A strong background in algebra and trigonometry is highly recommended to ensure success in this course.
Advanced Placement Physics I ( G & T) - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 Credits
Prerequisite: Lab Physics Advanced or successful completion of Biology, Chemistry, Honors Algebra II (B+ average
or better) with instructor approval required.
Advanced Placement Physics I is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. Students cultivate their
understanding of Physics through inquiry-based investigations as they explore topics such as Newtonian mechanics
(including rotational motion); work, energy, and power; mechanical waves and sound; and introductory, simple circuits.
Advanced Placement Physics I is designed such that a student who is interested in science as a career may receive
advanced placement at the college level upon successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination and the
instructor's recommendation. All students are expected to take the Advanced Placement Examination in May of the
same academic year. This course requires significant academic and laboratory work and may require a summer
assignment.
Advanced Placement Physics II (G & T) - Grade 12 - 5 Credits
Prerequisites: Lab Physics Advanced, Advanced Placement Physics I, or successful completion of Biology, Chemistry,
Honors Algebra II (B+ average or better) with instructor approval required.
Advanced Placement Physics II is a second year physics course which builds on the concepts and skills of either Lab
Physics Advanced or Advanced Placement Physics I. Students will be using problem solving and critical thinking
techniques to delve into topics such as electricity and circuitry, magnetism, modem physics, and optics. It is a senior
level course and requires either Lab Physics Advanced or Advanced Placement Physics I with a B+ or higher
previously. Advanced Placement Physics II is designed such that a student who is interested in science as a career may
receive advanced placement at the college level upon successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination
and the instructor's recommendation. All students are expected to take the Advanced Placement Examination in May
of the same academic year. This course will rely on students to take the reins in problem solving sessions and to build
procedures in labs. A summer assignment may also be required.
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Environmental Science - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 Credits

Prerequisite: Successful completion of a Biology course and one other science course
This course is designed for students interested in environmental studies and those interested in a course that combines
multiple science disciplines for a more comprehensive and integrated approach to the sciences. lt focuses heavily on
the study of human values and impacts in relation to the quality and sustainability of the environment and natural
resources in addition to a study of local and worldwide land use. Coursework includes an emphasis on problem solving,
field studies, simulation activities, and research on current environmental problems.

Anatomy and Physiology - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 Credits

Prerequisites: Successful completion of a Biology course and a Physical Science course.
This course is designed for a student interested in a career in the medical field or a genuine interest in the structure and
function of the human body and its organ system. Topics span the sub-disciplines of biochemistry, cellular systems,
tissue functions, and other relevant topics. Coursework culminates with a 3 week mink dissection practical to tie
together all of the organ system investigations. Students will also explore a variety of research topics as required
coursework.

Earth and Space Science - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 credits

Prerequisites: Successful completion of a Biology course and a Physical Science course.
This course is designed for students interested in developing a deeper understanding of the universe and Earth's place
within its vast expanse. Course topics will focus on Earth's systems, geology, climate, and history along with the
fundamental concepts of the universe, stars, Earth's moon, and other celestial bodies in our solar system. Course
learning intentions incorporate standards focused on Space Systems & Earth's Place in the Universe, Earth's Systems,
and Human Sustainability. Coursework includes emphasis on problem solving, simulation activities, and current
scientific advances in related fields of study.

Marine Biology - Grades 11 and 12 - 5 credits

Prerequisites: Successful completion of a Biology course and a Physical Science course.
This course is a year-long, project-based course focusing upon introductory marine science. lt is designed to interest
students in the marine sciences and create awareness of our ocean environment. The topics covered in this course are
those that would be elaborated upon in a college level introductory marine science course. Topics include, but are not
limited to, ocean circulation, marine geology, a survey of marine life, and marine impacts.
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT

Creative Arts I
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 9 - 12 (Visual Arts)
This introductory course is designed for any student who wishes to discover and explore their creative
potential! lt is tailored to fit the skills, interests, and abilities of all learners. Hands-on experiences are
predominantly 2D, and include drawing, painting, printmaking, and collage/mixed media. iPad technology
will be used to enhance the art-making process, and as a communication and presentation tool. Students will
also be exposed to the work of historical and contemporary artists, and the importance of the Arts in
relationship to society and culture. There are no prerequisites for this course. The only requirement necessary
for success is a desire to learn, and a willingness to try new things.
Creative Arts II
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 10 - 12 (Visual Arts)
Prerequisite: Creative Arts I

This course is for students who wish to continue to explore their creative potential, and is suitable for learners
of varying levels. Self directed and personally meaningful creation will be a major goal, as students apply
their previously learned techniques and problem solving skills with increased independence and proficiency.
Experiences continue to be predominantly 2D, and include drawing, painting, printmaking and collage/mixed
media, but as the year progresses will expand to include the investigation of various forms of paper crafts.
iPad technology will be used as a communication and presentation tool, and to enhance the art-making
process.

Advanced Creative Arts
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 10 - 12 (Visual Arts)
Prerequisite: Creative Arts I & II
This course is for dedicated students desiring to focus on in depth development of their skills and abilities,
through the continued exploration of the creative process. Art at this level includes the investigation of
intention, identity, relationships, reality and self-expression. Students work with independence and
self-direction as they develop a body of work, and organize a portfolio. Assignments vary enabling students
to take this course twice, as a 3rd or 4th year art student. This course requires the recommendation of the
teacher.
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Art Affects - Paper to Pixels
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 9 - 12 (Visual Arts)
This course is for students who wish to mix traditional media and processes with new (digital) media.
Students will develop skills in drawing, painting, printmaking and mixed media/collage, through hands-on
experiences. iPads will be used to photograph, manipulate and alter the original artwork, to transform it from
"paper to pixels". The possibilities for creativity are endless, as students experiment with, and work to
master, varying combinations of both new and traditional media and processes. There are no prerequisites for
this course, and assignments vary from year to year, allowing students to take the course multiple times.

Metalwork and Mixed Media
5 Credits - Full Year- Grade 9 - 12 (Visual Arts)
Learn how to create a variety of one-of-a-kind works out of metal by sawing, filing and shaping brass, copper
and nickel silver. Students will do their own soldering using an acetylene torch. Units will include wearable
art, functional and decorative art. We will learn to combine metal with other art making materials such as
concrete, collage, and clay in addition to learning how to visually express a theme.

Ceramics I
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 9 - 12 (Visual Arts)

Prerequisite: None
This specialized, hands-on course is for students interested in learning about and making art with clay.
Students will create a line of functional ceramic work which will include but will not be limited to: bowls,
plates, mugs, vases, decorative wall pieces, etc. Students will also create sculptural work that expresses a
theme or concept. There are no prerequisites for this course. The only requirement necessary for success is a
desire to learn, and a willingness to try new things.
Ceramics II
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 10 - 12 (Visual Arts)
Prerequisite: Ceramics I
This advanced course is for individuals who have previously taken ceramics I, and are interested in further
developing their skills and creative expressions with clay. Students will create functional and sculptural work
that requires them to demonstrate an advanced commitment to and an understanding of the materials,
processes and techniques learned in Ceramics I. Students will develop a personal style and will be expected
to create a series of three-dimensional works.
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Advanced Ceramics
5 Credits - Full Yr. Grade 11 - 12 (Visual Arts)
Prerequisite: Ceramics I & II

This advanced art course is for highly motivated individuals who are interested in further developing their
skills and creative expressions with clay. Students are expected to create and exhibit their work twice per year
- once in December and once in June. The coursework will be independent, conceptual and research based.
This course requires the recommendation of the teacher.
Music Theory
5 Periods Per Week - 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
This course is designed for students who have a basic knowledge of music. This course encompasses the
study of theoretical aspects of music, including terminology, note values, rhythm, scales, intervals, chords,
and simple harmony. Instructional tools will include computers, viewing videos and listening to pre-recorded
music to assist in the development in composing and understanding music.
Instrumental Music: Concert Band
Instrumental Music: String Ensemble
5 Periods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
Instrumental Music is offered for band and string players and is a performance-based class open to any
student who has a desire and ability to play a brass, woodwind, string or percussion instrument. The class
meets 5 days per week in large group rehearsals (Concert Band and String Ensemble). In addition to class
time, students are required to attend after school and evening rehearsals in order to prepare for
performance. ALL DRESS REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCES ARE MANDATORY.
Special attention will be given to the development of technique, intonation, sight-reading, tone production
and playing experience as a member of a performing ensemble. Daily practice is expected for all participants
in order to improve skills. All instrumentalists are offered opportunities to audition for the extra-curricular
groups Jazz Band and Orchestra.

Guitar
5 Periods Per Week - 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
Students who have an interest in learning how to play the guitar will have a great time in this course and is
open to both beginners and more experienced players. Students will learn basic fundamentals and techniques,
how to read notation and tablature, and how to play melodies, strum chords, and perform songs.
School-owned guitars are available to use each day or students may bring in their own instruments. There
will be a conceit presented in order to display and perform our progress throughout the year.
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Concert Choir
5 Periods Per Week - 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
Concert choir is a performance-based class open to any student who has a desire to sing a variety of exciting
songs and make new friends in a large, supportive, cooperative community. The class meets 5 days per week
and students will learn to sing in many languages, genres and styles. In addition to class time, students are

required to attend all after-school and evening rehearsals in order to prepare for performance. ALL
DRESS REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCES ARE MANDATORY.
Special attention will be given to the development of the voice, interpretation of repertoire, and reading
music. Advanced vocalists have the opportunity to sing in our select, auditioned ensembles: Madrigals and
the Hawkapellas. These groups sing at many events at different venues throughout the year.

Technology in Music
5 Periods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
This course is designed for students who want to explore digital music through the use of Logic Pro X.
Students will use computers, MIDI keyboards and other instruments to create new songs and song
arrangements in a wide variety of musical styles. This course will also introduce the basic concepts of music
through a variety of projects; no prior knowledge or experience is required.
Musical Theatre: Performance Tech (grades 9 -12)
5 Pe1iods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
This course is a glimpse into the exciting world of Musical Theater and all of the elements associated with
putting on a show. Students will study Musicals through time and will explore their own abilities both on the
stage and behind the scenes. Students will have the opportunity to conceive, direct, and design various
aspects of a performance: including set, costume, lighting and sound design. Twice per year, students will
produce a cabaret-style performance to publicly showcase their work and put their learning into practice. This
class is appropriate for any student who wishes to learn more about the ins and outs of Musical Theater. An
interest in acting and singing is recommended.

Video Production
5 Periods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grades 9-12 (Performing Arts)
This course will provide instruction on video creation and editing techniques. Students will develop effective
camera communication skills, both verbal and nonverbal; poise; and presence for live and taped
programming. The course will introduce methods of story development, voice over and in-depth camera
technique. Students will be expected to master and direct all technical aspects of remote and studio
production - digital video, audio and up to date Macintosh editing techniques.
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Bus. Ed./Fam. & Cons. Science/Technology
BUSINESS EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Accounting I - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 10-12
Prerequisite: None
In this introductory course, students will practice planning, recording, analyzing, and interpreting financial
information for service and merchandising businesses organized as sole proprietors, partnerships and
corporations.
Numerous accounting concepts will be introduced, including: account classifications, debits, credits,
recording transactions in various journals and ledgers, accounts payable, accounts receivable, preparing and
maintaining accurate payroll records, preparing worksheets and end-of-year financial reports such as the
owner's equity statement, income statement, and balance sheet. Students will practice journalizing and
posting adjusting and closing entries as well as preparing a post closing trial balance
Business & Personal Law - 5 Periods Per Week-5 Credits -Grades 9-12
Prerequisite: None
This course provides a solid foundation in understanding legal issues related to the core topics of business
law, integrated with the most relevant personal law topics.
Business law content deals with issues that are essential in the lives of most adults and may be familiar in
some form to many students. Some of the more important topics discussed are: ethics, the U.S. court system,
criminal and civil law, contract law, employment law, and a thorough review of all governmental regulations
affecting businesses. Personal law deals with issues that are generally more familiar to students including
individual rights, juvenile justice, consumer law, and family law.
Overall, students will develop an understanding of the legal system, the dynamic nature of the law, the social
impact of legislation and legal decisions, the legal environment of business and personal transactions, and the
rights and duties of citizens, consumers, workers, and business owners.
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Sports, Social Media, Hospitality and Entertainment Marketing - 5 Periods Per Week - 5 Credits Grades
10-12
The sports and entertainment industries represent one of the fastest growing segments of the U.S. economy.
This specialized course offers students the opportunity to learn advanced concepts of marketing and
management in the sports and entertainment industries. Focus is on the study of marketing as it relates to
event management, sponsorship, promotion, market research, strategic planning, endorsements, marketing
plans, and legal and ethical issues. This course will develop critical thinking, decision making and
communication skills through real world applications. Students will be prepared to handle specific tasks
associated with either industry and analyze how they utilize social media to create, collaborate, and share
messages with audiences of all sizes. Guest speakers, case studies, field trips, videos and
technology-integrated activities will be incorporated in this class throughout the year.

Introduction to Business - 5 Periods Per Week - 5 Credits - Grades 9-12
Prerequisite: None
This introductory course will introduce students to the world of business and help prepare them for the
future. Skills acquired in this course are designed for all students-regardless of their future endeavors.
Introduction To Business is a course that has been designed to acquaint students with the major activities
associated with a business. This class will explore a variety of facets the world of business world has to offer
including, but not limited to ... forms of business ownership, ethics, decision-making, entrepreneurship, and
business from a global perspective. In addition, students will participate in a variety of hands-on projects,
business simulations and use numerous technology platforms to increase their ability and skills in an
ever-changing business environment.

Introduction to Web Design - 5 Periods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grades 9-12

This is an introductory level course exploring the proper design and creation of websites using HTML and
CSS initially, and then moving onto WordPress for increased functionality. Throughout this course, students
will develop a variety of websites engaging them in the design and production process. Students will work
both individually and in small groups to complete classroom projects incorporating graphics, text,
animations, and multimedia to produce websites designed to provide users with a highly interactive web
experience.
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TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Graphic Design - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits - Grades 9-12
This course will provide the student with the opportunity to develop skills, which will permit the creation of
sophisticated and expressive graphic illustrations. As a result of this course the student will realize the
practical outlets for graphic design. Students will be introduced to specific types of graphic design and how
they are used in the graphics industry to enhance and convey a message. Using the problem solving process,
students will explore the properties of a variety of materials and computer programs to create black and white
illustrations, color illustrations, collage and other industrial graphic applications.

Digital Photography; Photoshop Techniques and Applications I - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Gr. 9-12
In order to be more reflective in the printing industry today a course in digital photography, with several
applications, is suggested. The course will introduce students to the following areas; good elements of
photographic composition, evolution of photography from camera obscura to digital, various types of digital
cameras, capture-transfer and storage of all types of images, film scanning, computerized image manipulation
and printing. Photoshop Elements is the digital program of choice for the course. Students will create pin
hold cameras and process black and white using the dark room as part of the foundation for traditional
photography. Guest speakers have been invited to speak in class about photography as a possible career
choice.

Digital Photography; Photoshop Techniques and Applications II- 5 Periods Per Week 5 - Credits Gr.10-12
Prerequisite: Digital Photography; Photoshop Techniques and Applications I
This course takes Digital Photography; Photoshop Techniques and Applications I to the next level. In this
course, students apply what is covered and learned in the first year and apply that information and knowledge
to produce portfolio worthy projects. Students may use their own digital cameras or opt to use any of the
school's cameras. Menus, commands, and applications using Photoshop are expanding to accomplish this.
Photoshop Elements is the digital program of choice for the course. The student is given flexibility and
encouraged to use creativity when selecting project themes and assignments. Students may wish to
incorporate traditional photography with the digital or have it as a stand-alone area of study. This course is
for the highly self-motivated student. The student and teacher, prior to the start of each marking period,
will contractually agree upon assignments and projects that will be completed in the block of time. Students
may also be assigned school service projects, throughout the year that will be in addition to their individually
selected projects. Guest speakers have been invited to speak in class about photography as a possible career
choice.
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Introduction to Wood Technology - 5 Periods Per Week -5 Credits -Grades 9-12

An introductory course designed to give the student a general understanding of the artistic and mechanical
aspects of woodworking. The student's introduction to physical and technical skills in woods will include the
development of scaled models, basic wood projects, basic construction and artistic designs. Students must
successfully complete this course in order to advance to the next level.

Advanced Wood Technology - 5 Periods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grades 10-12 - Prerequisite: Successful
Completion of Introduction to Wood Technology.
This course will reinforce the information learned in the Introduction to Wood Technology course. Other
topics consist of experience in the design, planning and construction of projects in wood related to
woodworking industries with emphasis on the development of saleable skills. Students will refine their
perceptual, intellectual, physical and technical skills through the creation of aesthetically pleasing wood
items.
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FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE
Foods & Nutrition 12.5 Credits-One semester-Grades 9-12
This course introduces the student to the basic principles of cooking, baking and kitchen operations. Topics
include food preparation methods for proteins, starches, vegetables/fruits, breakfast, breads, sweet
dough/pastries, side dishes, family meals and holiday classics. Students will learn the fundamentals in food
safety, units of measurement and knife skills. Upon completion of the course, students will be able to
execute efficiently a broad range of basic cooking and baking skills and techniques that can be applied to
personal and professional life.
Foods & Nutrition II 2.5 Credits-One Semester-Grades 10-12
Prerequisite: Foods & Nutrition I
This course offers students the opportunity to prepare advanced recipes and incorporate advanced culinary
techniques as well as team building. lt places an emphasis on industry standards and the expectations of a
person working in the culinary field. Topics and labs include the creation of puff pastries, savory dishes,
garnishes, proteins, flavor layers in meals and desserts. Students will explore menu planning, creating a food
budget, purchasing and profit margins within the industry.
Textile/Fashion Design & Merchandising I 2.5 Credits-One semester-Grades 9-12
Students will explore and create different forms of textile design which include hand & machine sewing,
weaving, screen printing, and repeat pattern. Also, students will explore the fashion industry and study the
marketing and merchandising of clothing. They will design clothing and clothing accessories. This is a
project-based course and will focus on and build basic skills in textiles and introduce industry techniques.
Textile/Fashion Design & Merchandising II - 2.5 Credits-One semester-Grades 10-12
Prerequisite: Textile/Fashion Design & Merchandising I
Students will expand on their basic skills and explore more intricate designs and projects. Areas of study will
include couture design, draping, pattern manipulation, handbag design and millinery arts. Students will
explore the high-end fashion industry by learning about design, marketing and branding in the textile
industry. This is a project-based course and will focus on personal style and design. At the completion of the
course, students will have a fashion design portfolio that can aid them in their future career endeavors.

Childhood Development (Formerly Parenthood Education)
5 Periods Per Week- 5 Credits - Grade 12
This elective course is for anyone interested in a child related career or learning the interpersonal skills
necessary to work with young children. Students who have an interest in education, child development,
childcare, psychology, or juvenile justice may benefit. Specific areas of study will include: pregnancy, growth
and development of children, and principles of early childhood education as well as child adolescent
psychology. Students will have the opportunity to put theory into practice by planning and teaching lessons
to preschool aged children in an on site preschool.
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WORLD LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
French I - 5 periods per week -S credits -Grades 8-9-10-11-12

An introductory course designed for students with no previous experience in the language. Pronunciation,
reading, writing and listening comprehension are all emphasized. A strong foundation of basic grammar and
vocabulary is provided along with emphasis on French culture.
French II - 5 periods per week -5 credi ts -Grades 9-10-11-12

French II is a continuation of French l. Reading comprehension of simple texts and extended compositions
are emphasized. More oral work along with an emphasis on fluency and structure remain an essential
classroom activity. French culture is emphasized as well.
French 111- 5 periods per week-5 credits -Grades 10-11-12

There will be a thorough review of French grammar, advanced vocabulary, intensive conversational activities,
and the reading of moderately difficult texts at an accelerated rate. Classroom work continues to emphasize
the language as a spoken medium. French culture is expanded as well. The student needs at least a solid C
average and teacher recommendation to enroll in this course. Students who choose may enroll in the High
School Plus Program with Camden County College. These students will receive three college credits for a
final grade of "B" or better.
French IV (G&T) - 5 periods per week -5 credits -Grade 11-12

French IV is an Honors course with weighted grades. Admission to the course will be based upon the student
receiving a final grade of at least "C" in French III and upon teacher recommendation. Advanced composition
and a study of the finer points of French grammar are stressed. Intensive vocabulary building will be
continued. Reading and conversation will cover both historic and current examples of French and
francophonie literature. French and francophonie culture is emphasized as well. Students who choose may
enroll in the High School Plus Program with Camden County College. These students will receive three
college credits for a final grade of "B" or better.
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AP (Advanced Placement) French Language & Culture (G&T)
5 Periods Per Week -Grade 12
The AP French Language Course is intended for students who wish to develop their proficiency in all four
language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students who enroll must have a solid B average in
French IV, teacher recommendation, and an advanced knowledge of the language and culture of
French-speaking peoples and should have attained a reasonable proficiency in listening comprehension,
speaking, reading, and writing. The reading, writing, and speaking assignments will be extensive and time
consuming. (Students may take the AP French Language & Culture Examination.)

German I - 5 periods per week -5 credits -Grades 8-9-10-11-12
A beginning course designed for those with little or no previous experience in the language. Emphasis is on
the construction of simple sentences, pronunciation, and a thorough foundation in the basic grammar.
Extensive vocabulary is taught. The language is approached as a spoken and written medium.

German li- 5 periods per week-5 credits -Grades 9-10-11-12
German II is a continuation of German I. The reading of simple texts and the writing of more complex
sentences are introduced. Intensive oral work, with emphasis on structure and fluency, is an important aspect
of the second year. There is heavy concentration on grammar and the structure of the language.

German Ill - 5 periods per week-5 credits -Grades 10-11-12 There will be a thorough review of German
grammar, advanced vocabulary, intensive conversational activities, and the reading of moderately difficult
texts. Classroom work continues to emphasize the language as a spoken medium. Students who choose may
enroll in the High School Plus Program with Camden County College. These students will receive three
college credits for a final grade of "B" or better.
German IV (G&T) - 5 periods per week -5 credits -Grades 11-12
German IV is an Honors course with weighted grades. Admission to the course will be based upon the
student receiving a final grade of at least "C" in German III and upon teacher recommendation. This course
reviews all basic elements of German grammar and reinforces them through oral and written exercises.
Advanced work in grammar and conversation is also included. There is continued concentration on
vocabulary and idiom building. Extensive writing in the language is stressed. Students who choose may
enroll in the High School Plus Program with Camden County College. These students will receive three
college credits for a final grade of "B" or better.
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AP (Advanced Placement) (G&T) German Language-5 Periods Per Week -Grade 12

The AP German Language course is intended for students who wish to develop proficiency in all four
language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students who enroll must have an advanced
knowledge of the language and culture of German speaking people and should have attained a reasonable
proficiency in listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing. The reading, writing, and speaking
assignments will be extensive and time consuming. The primary language in the classroom will be German.
Students may take the AP German Language Examination.

Latin I - 5 periods per week -5 credits -Grades 8-9-10-11-12
The first course in Latin is designed to show the student the vocabulary and grammar of the language.
Vocabulary is learned not only for itself but also to show its relationship to other languages, especially
English. Grammar puts these words to use so that at the end of the course, the students should be able to
translate with reasonable facility from Latin to English. Roman history and culture are also introduced.

Latin II- 5 periods per week -5 credits -Grades 9-10-11-12
A continuation of Latin I with special emphasis on advanced grammar and word study. Students will read
short Latin selections and expand their knowledge of Roman history and culture.
Latin m prose-History-5 periods per week-5 credits -Grades 10-11-12

Latin III students receive Honors Credit with a weighted grade. They are expected to perform at a higher
level than the Latin II students. This course has been structured around the Chronology of Roman History,
from the Trojan War up to and through the reign of Emperors. Students will read selections from a wide
variety of authors writing about different points of Roman History and the people living during that time.
Great emphasis will be spent on the first centuries BC and AD and the people who had political and social
impact on the city during those years. Students are expected to translate original Latin works into English and
to analyze, interpret and explain all English readings in an historical context. Students who choose may
enroll in the High School Plus Program with Camden County College. These students will receive three
college credits for a final grade of II B II or better.
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Latin IV Poetry (G&T) - 5 periods per week-5 credits -Grades 10-11-12

Latin IV students in this course receive Honors credit with a weighted grade. They are expected to perform at
a higher level than the Latin III students. Latin poetry students will read and discuss Vergil's masterpiece, the
Aeneid, in both Latin and in English. They analyze the Augustan context of the poem, the poetic meter of the
verse, and its mythological and archaeological roots. As time permits, they may also read selections from
Catullus, Horace and Ovid. Students who choose may enroll in the High School plus Program with Camden
County College. These students will receive three college credits for a final grade of "B" or better.
AP (Advanced Placement) Latin-Vergil and Caesar (G&T) 5 Periods Per Week Gr. 12
The AP program is intended for students who have a strong proficiency in the Latin language at the advanced
level. The basic objective of this course is to progress in reading, translating, understanding, analyzing, and
interpreting Latin from the original classical texts. Students are expected to be able to translate accurately
from Latin into English the poetry they are reading, and to demonstrate a grasp of grammatical structures and
vocabulary. This course requires an understanding of literary techniques of Latin writers and of poetic meters
and when appropriate stylistic analysis is an integral part of the advanced work. The course also includes the
study of the cultural, social, and political context of the literature. Students may take the AP Latin Language
Examination.
Everyday Spanish IA - 5 Periods Per Week - Grade 9
The world language staff recommends that students with no previous experience in the language take this
basic course. We emphasize pronunciation, reading comprehension and the construction of simple sentences.
We provide a strong foundation of basic grammar along with emphasis on the culture. The instruction
includes everyday conversational Spanish and TPR total physical response. Students must continue in
Everyday Spanish IB to complete the introductory level requirement.
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Everyday Spanish 1-B - 5 Periods Per Week -Grades 9 and 10
Everyday Spanish 1-B is a continuation of Everyday Spanish I-A. The emphasis is on pronunciation, reading
comprehension and the construction of simple sentences. A strong foundation of basic grammar is provided
along with an emphasis on Spanish culture. The instruction includes everyday conversational and TPR-total
physical response. Students may continue into Everyday Spanish II after Everyday Spanish 1-B.
Everyday Spanish II - 5 Periods Per Week -Grades 10 & 11
Everyday Spanish II is a continuation of Everyday Spanish I-A and 1-B. The emphasis is on pronunciation,
reading and spoken comprehension, and the construction of simple, but more elaborate sentences. This
course further emphasizes a strong review and foundation of basic grammar and culture. lt will require the
student to use and understand the basic past tense.
Spanish I - 5 periods per week -5 credits -Grades 8-9-10-11-12
A course designed to introduce the student to a foreign language. Grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation
are stressed in this first year course. Spanish history and culture are also introduced and dialogue for oral
expression is developed.
Spanish li - 5 periods per week -S credits -Grades 9-10-11-12
Spanish II is a continuation of Spanish I, with a review of Spanish I, including more extensive grammar,
conversation, composition, and general use of the language.
Spanish 111-5 periods per week -S credits -Grades 10-11-12
A course intended to enlarge the student's vocabulary and to increase his/her ability to understand and use
Spanish. Students read excerpts of classics and short stories by famous Spanish and Hispanic authors. There
is more concentration on the use of written and oral expression through the study of more verbal tenses.
Students who choose may enroll in the High School Plus Program with Camden County College. These
students will receive three college credits for a final grade of "B" or better.
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Spanish IV (G&T) - 5 Periods per week -5 credits -Grades 11-12

Spanish IV is an Honors course with weighted grades. Admission to the course will be based upon the
student receiving a final grade of at least "C" in Spanish III and upon teacher recommendation. Advanced
composition and a study of the finer points in Spanish grammar are stressed. The class is conducted, as much
as possible, in Spanish. Written and oral expression is intensified. Students will read several short stories and
articles by famous Spanish and Hispanic authors. Students who choose may enroll in the High School plus
Program with Camden County College. These students will receive three college credits for a final grade of
"B" or better.
AP (Advanced Placement) Spanish Language & Culture (G&T)
5 Periods Per Week-Grade 12
AP Spanish Language is an Honors course with weighted grades. Admission to the course will be based upon
the student receiving a final grade of at least "B" in Spanish IV. The AP Spanish Language Course is
designed to push students further in their reading, and writing, listening, and speaking skills. The course is
conducted completely in Spanish and all students are expected to speak everyday in class. The focus of the
course is cultural themes requiring students to compare and contrast their own experiences with those in the
readings and listening activities. The assignments are time consuming and extensive in nature. Students who
enroll should be prepared to work toward advanced proficiency in the language.
Students who choose may enroll in the High School Plus Program with Camden County College. These
students will receive three college credits for a final grade of "B" or better. In May, students may take the AP
Spanish Language and Culture Examination.
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DIVISION I ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
CORE-COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Complete 16 core courses in the following areas:
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ENGLISH

(Algebra I
or higher)

4 years

3 years

NATURAL/
PHYSICAL
SCIENCE
(Including one
year of lab,
if offered)

2 years

FULL QUALIFIER
College-bound student-athletes enrolling at an NCAA Division I
school need to meet these academic requirements to practice,
compete and receive an athletics scholarship in their first year
of full-time enrollment.
• Complete 16 core courses in the appropriate areas.
• Ten of the 16 core courses must be completed before
the seventh semester (senior year) of high school.
• Seven of the 1 O core courses must be in English, math
or natural/physical science.
• Earn a core-course GPA of at least 2.300.
• Earn an SAT combined score or ACT sum score matching
the core-course GPA on the Division I sliding scale.
• Submit proof of graduation to the Eligibility Center.

ACADEMIC REDSHIRT
All Division I academic redshirts may receive an athletics
scholarship and practice during their first year of full-time
enrollment at a Division I school, but may NOT compete.
• Complete 16 core courses in the appropriate areas.
• Earn a core-course GPA of at least 2.000.
• Earn an SAT combined score or ACT sum score matching
the core-course GPA on the Division I sliding scale.
• Submit proof of graduation to the
Eligibility Center.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Please review the international initial-eligibility flyer
for information and academic requirements specific to
international student-athletes.
For information on Division li, view the
Division li academic requirements flyer .
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